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Abstract. BPM techniques are becoming more widely used, and there
are more and more business process models and instances emerging. In
this demonstration, we show how to manage large scale of process models
and instances with Process Space. Creating, importing, storing, indexing
and querying of models and instances will be exhibited. Since online
tools for managing massive process instances are very rare, we focus on
showing our useful tool of exploring process instances.

1 Introduction

With the technology of business process management being more widely used,
there are more and more business process models and instances accumulated in
enterprises. For example, there are more than 8,000 models in CMCC, a Chinese
state-owned telecommunication company. On the other hand, in recent years,
process data (especially event log) is increasing sharply and becoming a typical
type of big data. Behavioral analysis on big process data is in urgent need. For
example, 90,000 construction machineries in Sany (officially Sany Heavy Industry
Co., Ltd.), a Chinese multinational heavy machinery manufacturing company,
generated more than 60 billion working status records in 2012. The size of Wal-
Mart’s RFID data recorded every three days is equivalent to the entire collections
of The Library of Congress, and even common RFID applications generate log
data of more than 1 Gigabyte every day.

Based on these models and instances, enterprises can get a clear view of
their processes’ running states, which plays an important role in making deci-
sions. Therefore, managing a large number of models and instances efficiently is
challenging and can bring huge values for enterprises.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows. Firstly, an online process
model and instance management tool is fully designed and implemented for big
process data, including modeling, importing, storing, analysis and querying. Sec-
ondly, it’s an open platform which supports user-defined modules and functions.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we study
related work, before we introduce the implementation of our work in Section 3.
The management of process instances is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we
show our demonstration and conclude the paper.

2 Related Work

BeehiveZ [2] BeehiveZ1 is a business process model management system devel-
oped by Tsinghua University. It focuses on the kernel algorithms for model query,
index, generation, simulation, similarity measure and the evaluation of process
mining algorithms, etc. Four types of business process model indexes and queries
mentioned in [7], including: (1) exact query based on structure, (2) similarity
query based on structure, (3) exact query based on behavior, (4) similarity query
based on behavior, are all supported by BeehiveZ.

Nearly all the functions in BeehiveZ have been integrated and extended into
our new online tool Process Space.

Oryx Oryx2 is a web-based editor for modeling business processes in various lan-
guages like BPMN, EPC and Petri net. It is an open platform for developments
regarding process modeling. Oryx is a project of the University of Potsdam.
Some source codes of Oryx are modified and imported into Process Space.

Disco Disco3 is a stand-alone applications designed and developed by Fluxicon
for process mining and analysis on event logs. In the design of process execution
analysis module of Process Space, we get a lot of inspiration from chart display
methods in Disco. Compared to Disco, Process Space is an open web application
which can handle large scale event logs and supporting third-party plugins.

Business process model query There have already been several research pro-
totypes on business process model query. BPMN-Q [3] is a graph-based query
language. WISE [5] is a workflow information search engine, where workflow
models are represented hierarchically. VisTrails [4] allows users to query work-
flows by example. BP-QL [1] is based on an abstraction of the BPEL standard for
distributed environment and supports query by example. Yan [8] uses feature-
based similarity estimation to improve the efficiency of similarity search.

3 Implementation of Process Space

Process Space is a Brower/Server application implemented in Java. As shown
in Figure 1, it includes four major modules, which are process model analyzer,
process monitor, process instance analyzer and process data repository. For space
limitation, we omit the detail description.

1 https://code.google.com/p/beehivez/
2 https://code.google.com/p/oryx-editor/
3 http://fluxicon.com/disco/
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Fig. 1. System architecture of Process Space

All the functions in process model analyzer are borrowed from BeehiveZ
and are redesigned accordingly. BeehiveZ uses Derby, a memory database, while
Process Space chooses MongoDB4 which is an open-source document database.
The demo of BeehiveZ was shown in [2]. Therefore, our demonstration will focus
on the management of process instances, including importing, view, analysis and
statictics. Details will be presented in Section 4.

In Process Space, two different repositories are provided to manage mas-
sive process models and instances separately, both including creating, storing,
viewing, and querying. We use MongoDB as data storage layer, Spring Data for
MongoDB5 as data access layer, Spring Framework6 as business logic layer and
JQuery7 as web presentation layer. An important design idea in Process Space is
its extensibility. Importing new modules into Process Space is facilitating. Users
are encouraged to upload new algorithms of mining, indexing and querying im-
plemented in Java under specific interfaces. We intend to build a tool with an
open service concept and attract more people to contribute in BPM field.

4 Instance Management in Process Space

Before managing process instances, event logs must be imported and resolved.
Serveral methods are implemented in order to import formatted text files, com-
plex CSV and MS Excel files as well as ProM’s MXML format [6]. After analysis

4 http://www.mongodb.org/
5 http://projects.spring.io/spring-data-mongodb/
6 http://projects.spring.io/spring-framework/
7 http://jquery.com/
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on event log, instance data is reconstructed and saved into database. We can
easily view and move event logs with a friendly interface.

Querying instances Common instance querying examples are mainly based on
length of activites, time consuming of activities, activity categories and adjacent
activities. These four types of queries are all supported in Process Space.

– Length of activities refers to the number of activities in a process instance.
When a user wants to query instances whose length is equal to, or larger
than, or between some given values, this type of query would be used.

– Time consuming of activities refers to the cost of time from the execution
of first activity to last activity in an instance. This is helpful in situations
like querying instances completed within a given period of time.

– Activity category index is designed to solve problems when a user is inter-
esting in instances containing specific types of activities.

– Adjacent activities refers to two activities whose execution is in sequential
order in a process instance. This type of query is ultilized to search instances
with a given sequential structure.

In order to meet the requirement of user-defined instance index, we have
designed third-party interfaces. Users can implement their own indexing algo-
rithms and upload them onto Process Space. Once uploaded algorithms have
been checked and granted, they will come into operation in the system.

Process Space uses Lucene8, a Java-based indexing and search technology
developed by Apache, as indexing engine. Moreover, we use mongo-lucene9, a
MongoDB-backed lucene directory for a scalable real-time search, to save index-
ing data into MongoDB and manage them with Lucene at the same time.

We use large scale of auto-generated models and instances to test the perfor-
mance of index module. With the scale of models and instances enlarging, the
time of inserting, indexing and querying keeps increasing and maintains a linear
relationship with the scale, as shown in Figure 2. Experimental results show that
the index module has an excellent performance.
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Fig. 2. Experimental results on performance of index module

8 http://lucene.apache.org/
9 https://github.com/rstiller/mongo-lucene
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Process execution analysis and visualization display Like Disco, Pro-
cess Space implements three major types of process execution analysis, instance
overview, activity statistics and resource statistics. Line charts and pie charts
are the two types of methods to represent the analysis results.

5 Demonstration

What will be shown in the demo? We will demonstrate the usage of Process
Space and focus on the management of process instances, including importing
event log, instance overview, indexing and querying, and anaylsis. We will use
industrial event logs from different enterprises and massive artificial event logs
as examples. Through the demonstration on the example event logs, we can see
the management of instances is very friendly and efficient and the query perfor-
mance is good with use of indexes.
Significance in BPM area. This demonstration shows a process model and
instance management tool called Process Space and how to manage process in-
stances efficiently and effectively with it. It is helpful for efficient management
and analysis of business process data.
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